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Why new physics in B decays 

 FCNCs enjoy a unique concurrence of suppression mechanisms 
in the SM

Loop    &    CKM    &    sometimes GIM    &    sometimes chiral

 b → s  transitions are the FCNCs closest to 3rd gen. physics

Due to high EXP & TH accuracies attainable in numerous cases

and to the large number of observables one can construct

FCNCs rank among the very best probes of beyond-SM effects
e.g. because of the high scales accessible
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Why new physics in B decays 

It is sometimes stated that:

 The flavour problem is not a problem, it’s a puzzle.

Even solving it, we’ll learn nothing about the hierarchy problem, DM, ...

 But if flavour is a puzzle, then all global / discrete symmetries broken 
by the SM flavour dynamics are just accidental.

i.e. they could be broken very differently by any extension of the SM 
– at whatever scale this may play out

And if flavour is after all not just a puzzle, then flavour observables are 
all the more important
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In either case, if focus is on the highest scales attainable, 
flavour observables remain among the deepest probes



[Davighi-Isidori, 2303.two-days-ago]
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 The NP hinted at by this “seed” was somewhat unexpected, 
a gross violation of:

that in isolation displayed only mild disagreements

but in aggregate suggested a coherent picture

But it was supported by a number of (less TH-clean) measurements

whose prediction was solid enough to be widely accepted: unity ± 1%

an exact symmetry of the SM gauge sector



a near-symmetry (at least observationally) of the SM Yukawa sector
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 The more (TH-)solid NP hints have disappeared – overnight.

 The remaining discrepancies (in b → s  BRs and angular obs.  &   in RD(*)) 

are debatable
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(QM = quark model)

3fb–1

(DB = dispersive bounds)

3fb–1 3fb–1

B0  K→ *0(892)μ+μ−

3fb–1

B0→K 0∗ μ+μ−

4.7fb–1

B+→K +∗ μ+μ−

  
b → s  discrepant data
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[Greljo et al., 2212.10497][Altmannshofer, Stangl, 2103.13370]

Tension between LFU ratios (blue) and b → s μ+μ– data (orange)
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WET bounds
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[ Greljo et al., 2212.10497 ]

Tension solvable with LFU NP, in either the C9 or the C9 = –C10 direction

Univ. contrib. O(13%) for C9-only, or half as much for CL

Purely muonic shift consistent with 0
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 C9        of the correct size can be generated through RGE effects
univ.

[ Bobeth-Haisch, 2011 ][ Crivellin et al., 2018 ][ Aebischer et al., 2019 ]
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[ Aebischer et al., 1903.10434 ] [ Greljo et al., 2212.10497 ]

Exercise not yet done quantitatively AFAIK. But it will probably work:

  C9      has slightly increased in central value from pre- to post-Dec. 20
univ.
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[ Aebischer et al., 1903.10434 ] [ Greljo et al., 2212.10497 ]

Exercise not yet done quantitatively AFAIK. But it will probably work:

But RD(*)  prefers the part of the yellow ellipse closer to zero
(in the y-axis direction)

  
Connection with b → c after Dec. 20?
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[ Martinelli, Simula, Vittorio, 2021 ]
Beware: properly using LQCD + unitarity, R(D(*)) significance ~ 1.4σ 
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Gauged U(1)’s

B – L direction  +  quark-flavour violation through VL heavy quarks

challenged by ΔF = 2   &   pp, ee →ℓℓ 

 3rd-(quark)-gen-philic variant: 3 B3 – L  

pp→ℓℓ   , gets less stringent

  / but tension w ee→ℓℓ persists 

[ Greljo et al., 2212.10497 ]
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Scalar LQs

Three “leptonic flavours” of S ~ (3, 3, 1/3)

[ Greljo et al., 2212.10497 ]
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Scalar LQs

Three “leptonic flavours” of S ~ (3, 3, 1/3)

Semilep at tree level, but ΔF = 2  &  ee →ℓℓ  only at loop level

[ Greljo et al., 2212.10497 ]
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remarks
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NP after Dec. 20
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Main points

C9    (or CL  ) in di-muons, and also in di-electrons?

Remaining hints suggest:

The TH-cleaner bits (LUV observables; Bs → μ+μ–) are gone

C9    (or CL  ) at low q2, but not at high q2 ?
NP

NP

While waiting for updates of discrepant measurements,

progress relies on a solid understanding of “non-local FFs” in b → s ℓ+ℓ–

①

②

(because of    )①

NP

NP
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[ Ciuchini et al., 2212.10516 ]
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What about contribs. (b)?

[ Ciuchini et al., 2212.10516 ]

In principle, well-known to be there, e.g.

[ Bobeth et al., 2017 ]
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What about contribs. (b)?

[ Ciuchini et al., 2212.10516 ]

In principle, well-known to be there, e.g.

[ Bobeth et al., 2017 ]

In practice, however...

[ Ciuchini et al., 2212.10516 ]
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